
BIRDS, MAMALS, FISH AN AMPHIBIONS



This bird (Dendrocygna javanica Latin ) is very 
common in India as you can see on the map. Its known 
as the Indian whistling duck  it breads in India a 
southeast Asia loving water so everywhere on the map  
were there's water there will be this bird. They are 
nocturnal feeders that means that at night they hunt 
and feed. They eat fish, mice, rats and all sorts of 
insects its size is 40 to 42 cm. It has a wingspan of 70 
to 74 cm and weight of 550 to 600g
This is a video of the lesser whistling duck drinking 
and having fun.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sCWHIPrAP
TU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sCWHIPrAPTU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sCWHIPrAPTU


The wihte winged duck is one of the
largest living species of duck next to the 
steamer duck which is a lot heavier then 
this white duck. It is 66 to 81 cm in 
length and its wingspan 116 to 153 cm. 
It is also a very indangerd species of 
duck which lives by swomps and moors. 
This poor creature has been extinct in 
most countries now it can only be found 
in back india(zadna india) 



 An Asian elephant can grow to 5.5-6.4 
meters in length, and weigh 4,000-
10,000 lbs (2-5 tons). The Asian 
elephant is an Endangered Species.It
lives in the Southern part of back india 
(zadná india) also in sri lanka wich is
pointed to now. They also travel
around 3OO miles a year (35 a day) ín
search of food and water.



The northern tree shrew is a very common 
mammal in southeast Asia as you can see on the 
map pretty much all-over the place. Its Latin 
name is TUPAIA BELANGERI. The northern tree 
shrew is one of the very first mammals in the 
world, it’s a brown mammal with short furless 
ears and a wet nose. It is small enough to fit 
through a hole as small as a pencil.



The crab eating macaque is very native to southeast 
asia mostly Indonesia that part. They are known to be 
pests in temples and thieves because they just love 
human food instead of what they were meant to eat, 
meaning that they eat anything. They adjust there living 
from the jungle to living in the cities or abandoned 
temples 



This crab eating frog fejervarya cancrivora Latin is 
verry common in the southeast Asia  including china 
Taiwan and also India and of course on the map 
Indonesia. You can find one in mangrove swamps and 
moors. It is the only amphibian that can tolerate sea 
water. Its nocturnal and hunts at night.



This poor fellas home was washed away so it 
migrated to southeast Asia all the way from 
Australia. It eats insects and lives under logs 
and there not that popular.



The cow tail stingray is very good at hiding from 
predators or jumping out at its pray because of its colour, 
Were it lives in  the bays of Indonesia the water is clear 
but the sand is white so if you go swimming your unlikely 
to see it. Its not harmful to people just there pray so 
there's no need to worry. It feeds on small fish and 
plankton.



 The ground squirrel (Menetes berdmorei) 
is found in Southeast Asia, from the east of 
Myanmar to Vietnam. The rarely known 
squirrel has a grey-brown back and a white 
belly. Most  have stripes on the side - on 
each side one beige and black stripe. Its 
length is 20 cm with a 15 cm long tail. As a 
ground squirrel it is rarely found on trees, 
but spends most of the time in the thick 
bushy part of the rainforests. 



The oriental house rat is as small as a 
common mouse and can run as fast as a 
treeshrew it can be found in china 
Indonesia Taiwan java and Vietnam. It 
feeds on ants and steals rice from fields



 Dufam že sa ti to pači peto som sa snažil


